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WALT use short sentences for effect.

First, lets use the story map to continue learning 
the story of The Stone Trolls
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The Stone Trolls

On the southern coast of Iceland, near the small village of Vik, there 
once lived a band of trolls. They were huge, ugly creatures who were 
feared by humans and hid away underground in the dark caves of 
the nearby ice covered volcano. All trolls knew that if they ever got 
caught outside in the daylight, they would immediately be turned to 
stone. So, each night, under the cover of darkness, they would venture 
outside to hunt and fish. 

One stormy night, two mischievous trolls called Skess and Landra 
perched together on the craggy cliff, watching. Below, the sea bubbled 
and foamed. Above, the full moon glared down, casting a long 
shadow across the ebony beach. In the distance, they could hear the 
low rumble of other trolls, feasting on their hoard of freshly caught 
fish.
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Suddenly, Skess jumped up, pointed at the horizon and roared. “Landra, 
look, a three-masted ship. I think it’s in trouble!” Landra followed his gaze 
and stared at the magnificent ship, pitching and rolling on the bubbling 
sea. “Let’s wade out and pull it into shore,” Skess said, setting off down 
the beach. Landra frowned as it was already very late and the sun rose 
earlier and earlier in late spring, but then he jumped down from the cliff 
and followed close behind.

Slowly, they waded out into the sea until, at long last, they reached the 
stricken ship. Together they started to haul it towards the distant shore, 
which was now just a strip of silver moonlight.

For the rest of the night they heaved, and they heaved, and they heaved, 
but the ship was hefty and the sea was rough. Time passed. The two 
trolls didn’t notice the moon slipping slowly away. Finally, they reached 
the blackened beach where the sailors quickly clambered to safety.
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At that moment, the first glimmer of sunlight appeared. Shocked, Skess 
and Landra shielded their eyes and then stared at each other in horror.

Their mouths widened. Their legs stiffened. Their arms ground to a 
halt. Their eyes closed. Both trolls and the remains of the ship 
instantly turned to stone … forever.
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In writing an author will use short sentences to create panic, danger, 
tension or to make something stand out.

In the last paragraph the story uses lots of short sentences for effect:

Their mouths widened. Their legs stiffened. Their arms ground to a halt. 
Their eyes closed. Both trolls and the remains of the ship instantly turned 
to stone … forever.

Let us think of some alternatives.  What things could happen to the Trolls 
when they turn to stone.  Remember we wane short sentences.
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The story also uses a sentence of three using 
repetition.

Who can tell me which is the sentence:

For the rest of the night, they heaved and they heaved and 
they heaved but the ship was hefty and the sea was 
rough.
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How could we change this sentence? We do 
need to keep the structure the same.

Sentence of three and repetition.
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Let us look at 
and 
understand 
the structure 
of the story of 
The Stone 
Trolls.
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Now, let’s think about writing a new version of the story.

The ‘Stone Trolls’ could be described as a ‘Warning Story’.
The trolls are hiding from people and are warned not to go 
outside in the day light as they will be turned into stone. 
They ignore this warning!

In the ‘Stone Trolls’, the story explains where the rocks on 
the beach came from. 

There are other interesting things on the land that you could 
pretend were once trolls that tried to help people but were 
caught out when the sun came up!

Here are some new story ideas:
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Idea 1
The volcano
This could have once been a troll who was furious when the sun 
came up!
Troll was trying to save some walkers lost in the mountains.
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Idea 2
The cave
This could have once been a shocked troll caught with their 
mouth open when the sun rose!
Troll was trying to save some people walking near the edge of 
a cliff.
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Idea 3
The waterfall
This could be the tears of a 
very sad troll caught as the 
sun came up!
Troll was trying to save 
people swimming in the 
river.

Idea 4
The tallest rock on the cliffs
This could once have been a 
very helpful king of the trolls 
who was rooted to the ground 
when the sun rose!
King Troll was acting as a 
lookout.
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Tuesday 2nd March 2021

WALT use short sentences for effect



Attachments

Thursday a or an presentation.ppt

Possession apostrophe powerpoint.pptx








 



Consonant or Vowel?

Sort the letters of the alphabet into two groups: consonants and vowels.

a





Consonants

Vowels

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

l

m

n

o

p

q

r

s

t

u

v

w

x

y

z

a

e

i

o

u

b

c

d

f

g

h

j

k

l

m

n

p

q

r

s

t

v

w

x

y

z





 



Sort the Words!

teacher

jumper

laptop

book

yoghurt

egg

apple

otter

umbrella

icicle

Words starting with a consonant

Words starting with a vowel





 



‘a’ or ‘an’?

        orange

         envelope

         rabbit

         house

         pencil

         apple

Usually, we put ‘a’ before words that start with a consonant and ‘an’ before words that start with a vowel.

an

an

an

a

a

a





 



‘a’ or ‘an’?

Try these sentences – should it be ‘a’ or ‘an’?

Tomorrow, I am going to       party.



Humpty Dumpty was       egg.



I always have       umbrella in my bag in

case it rains.



The dog was on       lead.



You can make        house out of snow,

which is called        igloo.

an

an

a

an

a

a





 



‘a’ or ‘an’?

Which sounds correct?









It was a unique painting.



It was an unique painting.





Although ‘unique’ starts with a vowel, the letter ‘u’ makes the ‘y’ sound, so ‘a’ is used instead of ‘an’.





 



‘a’ or ‘an’?

Which sounds correct?







It was a honest mistake.



It was an honest mistake.





Although ‘honest’ starts with a consonant, the letter ‘h’ makes the short ‘o’ sound, so ‘an’ is used instead of ‘a’.





 



‘a’ or ‘an’?

Listen to the sound at the start of the underlined word.

Does it make a vowel sound or a consonant sound?

It took       hour to get to the zoo.



I have to wear      uniform to school.



We flew to      universe far, far away.



I would love to ride on      unicorn.



The king wanted       heir to the throne.



It was       honour to meet the Queen.

a

a

a

an

an

an





 



1

Can you decide whether ‘a’ or ‘an’ should go before these words?

Click on the hotspots to see whether you are correct.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

an avocado

×

an onion

×

a tomato

×

an orange

×

an apple

×

a paper bag

×

a nut

×

a pear

×

a lemon

×



10

a light

×





 



‘a’ or ‘an’ Hunt

With a partner, collect five objects from the classroom.



Write a label for each object adding ‘a’ or ‘an’ in front of the word.



Read them aloud – does it sound right?



Join up with another pair and put your objects into two groups -  those that use ‘a’ and those that use ‘an’.





 



Spin the Wheel!

Spin the wheel to select a word.

On your whiteboards, write a sentence using the word with the correct choice of ‘a’ or ‘an’. Make your sentence as interesting as you can!

Would you use ‘a’ or ‘an’ before the word?



Spin





 



An Adventure To a Lost World

Can you spot the ‘a’ or ‘an’ mistakes in the following passage?

The waves lapped gently against the side of the boat, as a young boy and his faithful dog arrived at the shore of an small, deserted island. It was a island so small, that the boy could see right over to the other side from where he sat.

Jumping out of the boat into the shallow water,

his foot landed on an sharp shell.

“Ouch!” he yelped, startling his dog, who was sleeping

on a enormous blanket at one end of the boat.

Stretching to wake himself up, the dog looked at the boy

sleepily, before jumping into the clear, blue, sea.

They paddled to the shore and looked around at the island. In the centre was an huge palm tree as high as a ten storey building and surrounding it was an collection of every type of fruit tree imaginable.

Hungry from their journey across the sea, the boy began to ravenously eat the different fruits on offer.

He started with a apple, a banana, a orange and a whole bunch of juicy grapes, while his dog looked on, an look of jealousy on his face.

Can you spot the ‘a’ or ‘an’ mistakes in the following passage?

The waves lapped gently against the side of the boat, as a young boy and his faithful dog arrived at the shore of an small, deserted island. It was a island so small, that the boy could see right over to the other side from where he sat.

Jumping out of the boat into the shallow water,

his foot landed on an sharp shell.

“Ouch!” he yelped, startling his dog, who was sleeping

on a enormous blanket at one end of the boat.

Stretching to wake himself up, the dog looked at the boy

sleepily, before jumping into the clear, blue, sea.

They paddled to the shore and looked around at the island. In the centre was an huge palm tree as high as a ten storey building and surrounding it was an collection of every type of fruit tree imaginable.

Hungry from their journey across the sea, the boy began to ravenously eat the different fruits on offer.

He started with a apple, a banana, a orange and a whole bunch of juicy grapes, while his dog looked on, an look of jealousy on his face.























 



‘a’ or ‘an’ Word Search



Time’s up!





‘a’

‘an’

Complete the table on your whiteboard.

How many words can you think of in two minutes that word need ‘a’ or ‘an’ before them?



































































































































Start









 



What is different about these examples?

The, the Definite Article

We use ‘the’, the definite article, to show people what we are talking about specifically.

the book

The enormous elephant

the ice cream

















 



See how adding ‘the’ changes these examples…

The, the Definite Article

an orange

A book

a teacher

the orange

the book

the teacher

















 



What do we know about using ‘a’ or ‘an’?

		We use ‘a’ when the next word starts with a consonant sound.





		We use ‘an’ when the next word starts with a vowel sound.



		Say it aloud - does it sound right?



It was a unique painting of an honest girl riding a unicorn while eating an apple.





 



‘a’ or ‘an’ Quick Quiz

Take a quiz to see if you are an expert! 

Which is correct?

a ice cream

an ice cream





 



‘a’ or ‘an’ Quick Quiz

Take a quiz to see if you are an expert! 

Which is correct?

an caterpillar

a caterpillar





 



‘a’ or ‘an’ Quick Quiz

Take a quiz to see if you are an expert! 

Which is correct?

Captain Jonas was an one-eyed pirate.

Captain Jonas was a one-eyed pirate.





 



‘a’ or ‘an’ Quick Quiz

Take a quiz to see if you are an expert! 

Which is correct?

There was a enormous elephant at the zoo.

There was an enormous elephant at the zoo.





 



‘a’ or ‘an’ Quick Quiz

Take a quiz to see if you are an expert! 

Which is correct?

The show lasted for a hour.

The show lasted for an hour.





 



‘a’ or ‘an’ Quick Quiz

Take a quiz to see if you are an expert! 

Which is correct?

The policewoman wore an uniform.

The policewoman wore a uniform.
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What Is Plural Possession?

Apostrophes can be used to show that something belongs to someone or something. This is called possession. When we are talking about more than one thing, we call this plural.





The dogs’ leads were too long.

The children’s lunch was delayed.

If the noun is plural and ends with an s, we just attach the apostrophe to it without an additional s.

If the noun is plural and does not end with s, we add ’s to the end.



 



Plural Possession

Now it is your turn. Read the singular form of the noun, make the noun plural and then show where the apostrophe would need to be to show plural possession.

		Singular		Plural		Plural Possession

		kitten				

		actress				

		baby				

		knife				

		child				

		volcano				



kittens

actresses

babies

knives

children

volcanoes

kittens’

actresses’

babies’

knives’

children’s

volcanoes’



 







s or ’s ?

Read the words below and decide whether they would need just an apostrophe (’), or an apostrophe followed by an s (’s) to show plural possession.



’





’s



churches









next





 







s or ’s ?

Read the words below and decide whether they would need just an apostrophe (’), or an apostrophe followed by an s (’s) to show plural possession.



’





’s



men









next

back





 







s or ’s ?

Read the words below and decide whether they would need just an apostrophe (’), or an apostrophe followed by an s (’s) to show plural possession.



’





’s



mice









next

back





 







s or ’s ?

Read the words below and decide whether they would need just an apostrophe (’), or an apostrophe followed by an s (’s) to show plural possession.



’





’s



babies









next

back





 







s or ’s ?

Read the words below and decide whether they would need just an apostrophe (’), or an apostrophe followed by an s (’s) to show plural possession.



’





’s



potatoes









next

back





 







s or ’s ?

Read the words below and decide whether they would need just an apostrophe (’), or an apostrophe followed by an s (’s) to show plural possession.



’





’s



keys









next

back





 







s or ’s ?

Read the words below and decide whether they would need just an apostrophe (’), or an apostrophe followed by an s (’s) to show plural possession.



’





’s



people









next

back





 







s or ’s ?

Read the words below and decide whether they would need just an apostrophe (’), or an apostrophe followed by an s (’s) to show plural possession.



’





’s



donkeys









next

back





 



Correct!



’





’s







 



Correct!



’





’s







 







Incorrect!



’





’s



try again!









 



Which Word Is Correct?

Read the sentences below and decide which word should go in the gap. Which one accurately shows plural possession?

The 	          orbits all centre around the star.

Some 	        eggs are difficult to remove.

All of the 	     cavities must be filled.

planets / planet’s / planets’ / planets’s

lices / lice’s / lices’ / lices’s

teeths / teeth’s / teeths’ / teeths’s 

planets’

lice’s

teeth’s



 



Plural Possession Quick Quiz

Take a quiz to see if you are an expert! 

Which word should go in the gap to show plural possession?

	             handles are sometimes made from wood.

Umbrella’s

Umbrellas’

Umbrellas’s

Umbrella’s

Umbrellas’

Umbrellas’s

You’ve got it!

Try again!

Try again!

next





 



Plural Possession Quick Quiz

Take a quiz to see if you are an expert! 

Which word should go in the gap to show plural possession?

The 	                 wings shimmered in the moonlight.

fairies

fairies’s

fairies’

fairies

fairies’s

fairies’

You’ve got it!

Try again!

Try again!

back

next





 



Plural Possession Quick Quiz

Take a quiz to see if you are an expert! 

Which word should go in the gap to show plural possession?

	             beliefs shape their way of thinking.

People’s

Peoples’s

Peoples’

People’s

Peoples’s

Peoples’

You’ve got it!

Try again!

Try again!

back

next



 



Plural Possession Quick Quiz

Take a quiz to see if you are an expert! 

Which word should go in the gap to show plural possession?

The tiny 	             feet tapped across the floorboards.

mices

mice’s

mices’

mices

mice’s

mices’

You’ve got it!

Try again!

Try again!

back

next





 



Lucky Dip

Spin the wheel to choose a singular noun. Then roll the die. If the number is even, you only need to write the noun in its plural form. If the number is odd, you must write a sentence which shows possession by the plural noun.





Spin

Roll











































































































































 



Which Word Is Correct?

Read the sentences below and decide on the plural which should go in the gap. Punctuate the word so that it accurately shows plural possession.

Astonishingly, the 	 contents did not weigh much.

Most of the 	    faces were crumbling.

The 	          footprints all lead towards the hut.

singular noun: box

singular noun: cliff

singular noun: animal

boxes’

cliffs’

animals’

plural noun: boxes

plural noun: cliffs

plural noun: animals









 



Silly Sentences

Choose one word from each column to make the silliest sentences you can which still make sense and show plural possession.

Example: The witches’ money is made of frogspawn! 

		Determiner		Plural Possession		Random

		the		bosses’		smile

		some		bushes’		money

		these		witches’		days

		many		people’s		clean

		those		women’s		lantern





 



Show Me with Sentences

Look at the picture below. Use the picture to write two sentences which correctly use an apostrophe to show plural possession.





 



Show Me with Sentences

Look at the picture below. Use the picture to write two sentences which correctly use an apostrophe to show plural possession.





 



Show Me with Sentences

Look at the picture below. Use the picture to write two sentences which correctly use an apostrophe to show plural possession.





 



Plural Possession Quick Quiz

Take a quiz to see if you are an expert! 

Is this sentence correctly punctuated to show plural possession?

The cacti’s spikes are sharp.

yes

no

yes

no

How did you know?



 



Plural Possession Quick Quiz

Take a quiz to see if you are an expert! 

Is this sentence correctly punctuated to show plural possession?

Many of the childrens’ toys were left out.

yes

no

yes

no

Why is this incorrectly punctuated?



 



Plural Possession Quick Quiz

Take a quiz to see if you are an expert! 

Is this sentence correctly punctuated to show plural possession?

Two witnesses’ testimonies stood out to the jury.

yes

no

yes

no

How did you know that this was correct?



 



Plural Possession Quick Quiz

Take a quiz to see if you are an expert! 

Is this sentence correctly punctuated to show plural possession?

Witches’ hats are usually pointed.

yes

no

yes

no

How did you know that the apostrophe goes there?



 



Plural Possession Quick Quiz

Take a quiz to see if you are an expert! 

Is this sentence correctly punctuated to show plural possession?

The table’s legs were all wobbly and needed to be fixed.

yes

no

yes

no

This shows singular possession. How could it show plural possession?
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